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WHEN FINELX CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS ARE OF THE FIRST CUSS 

OF BAIRE 

Jaroslav LUKE5 and LudSk ZAJlCEK, Praha 

Abstract: Given a metric space (X,$t> ) with another 
"fine topology", a simple method enables to decide whether 
any finely continuous function on X is of Baire class 1. 
As application we give new simple proofs that any finely 
continuous function in any abstract potential theory, any 
approximately continuous function as well as any approxi
mate derivative is of Baire class 1. Finally, using the 
same method we prove a generalization of the theorem of 
Siayder on partial approximate derivatives. 
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!• Introduction. It is known that any approximately 

continuous function on the real line, or more generally on 

an euclidean space Br is of the Baire class 1 (cf. £33,[16]> 

[9]). The class of all approximately continuous functions 

is exactly equal to the class of all continuous functions 

in the ordinary density topology on .fT. Since the fine to

pology in n derived from the classical case of harmonic 

functions is coarser than the density topology, it follows 

that any finely continuous function is of the first Baire 
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class. This was observed and proved by B. Fuglede 1971 [43, 

[51. This result was generalized to the case of finely con

tinuous functions in the heat equation by I. Netuka and L. 

ZajiCek 1974 [141, and finally again B. Fuglede 1974 16] 

proved that finely continuous functions in any axiomatic 

potential theory are of the Baire class 1. We give here a 

simplified proof of this theorem, and using certain more ge

neral ideas we show how to prove that some types of func

tions are of Baire class 1. In particular, the result of D# 

Preiss 1971 [15] (asserting that any approximate derivative, 

finite or infinite, is of Baire class 1) follows easily by 

Jarnik's method from a theorem on boundary behaviour of 

functions of two variables (cf. [19], [13]) and we give a 

simplified proof of this last theorem. Finally, we prove 

that if a function f(x,y) (xe Br, ye E) is continuous in x 

and has a partial approximate derivative in y, then this ap

proximate derivative is of Baire class 1. This theorem in 

the case of finite partial approximate derivatives and k = 1 

is due to L.E. Snyder 1966 [18]. Our simplified proof uses 

again the Jamik's method. 

2. General theorem. Let (X,£> ) be a metric space. Con

sidering on X a new topology x , topological notions refer

ring to the X -topology will be qualified by the prefix x 

to distinguish them from those pertaining to the & -topolo

gy. In particular, A^ and X^ denote the x -interior and 

the x -closure of A, while 3 G will be the p -boundary 

of G. 
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Theorem A. The following assertions are equivalent: 

(i) any X -continuous function on X is of Baire class 

i; 

(H) any % -zero set in X is of type G^; 

(iii) given any f -zero set Z and any x -cozero set C, 

CcZ, there is a set G of type G^ such that CcGcZ. 

Proof. The implications (i) ===-> (ii)=—--.> (iii) are obvi

ous. Assume (iii), let f be x -continuous function ori X. Gi

ven a € R and an integer n, we have 

Fa:= {xe X; f(x)£ af c Cn:-=-f x€ X; f(x)> a - n'1 i c 

c Zn:=-CxcX; f(x)£ a - n"*
1? . 

By ( i i i ) there i s a Gn of type G^ such that Cnc Gnc 2 . S in -
oo 

ce Ffi
 s ^ ^ ^ Z n , we obtain that Fft i s of type G^ . Since 

F a :=- fx« X; f ( x ) £ a? M x c X j - f ( x ) £ - a } , F8 i s of type q.r 

as w e l l . 

Corollary. If for any set Ac X there is a set A* of ty

pe G^ such that A^c A*c A^ , then anv x -continuous func

tion on X is of Baire class 1. 

Remark. We do not suppose that X is finer than g& . 

3. Finely continuous functions in potential theory. Let 

X be & *|3 -harmonic space with countable base in the sense 

of the axiomatics of C. Constantinescu and A. Cornea [2]. 

Given any set Ac X, the base b(A) of A is the set of all 

points where A is not thin. It is known that b(A) is finely 

closed and of type G^. Moreover, since the fine topology has 

not the isolated points, b(A) contains the fine interior of A 
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anfl, of course, is contained in the fine closure of A (which 

is exactly Au b(A)). Using our Corollary, we get the follow

ing theorem immediately. 

Theorem. Every finely continuous function on X is of 

Baire class 1. 

4. Approximately continuous functions. Consider the 

ordinary density topology d in an euclidean space R (see, 

e.g., tlOj,[8J,[123). Given any set A c r , we put 

A* »{xe « ; for any natural n there is m> a such that 

(a(AnK(x,m"
1)) 1 „ 

J — > - | 
<u,K(x,m x) 2 

where (U denotes the outer Lebesgue measure and K(c,r) is 

an open ball with center c and radius r. Since 

v /«j(AnK(x,m"'1)) 1 „ 
AM:=-[xc R*; -i . > - ? 

<u,K(x,m x) 2 

is open and A** * n U* A^, A* is a G</* set. Moreover, 

A?cA*c A., ao that our Corollary immediately implies the 

following theorem. 

Theorem. Every approximately continuous function oa 

HT is of the Baire class 1. 

Remark. In an analogous way it can be proved that al

so in more general "densityw or "measure" topologies any 

continuous function is of Baire class 1. In contrast to our 

method, the usual proofs of these assertions (see, e.g., 

[9J,C211) use the Baire characterization of functions of 
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Baire class 1. Likewise, the similar propositions concern

ing the mappings to metric spaces can be proved by the sa

me method. 

5. Approximate derivatives and Jarnik'a method. Some 

theorems on derivatives can be considered as consequences 

of theorems concerning boundary behaviour of functions of 

two variables. It seems that this idea is due to V. Jarnlk 

1926 [11]. He proved by his method that any derivative 

(with finite or infinite values) is of Baire class 1. x' 

This theorem was rediscovered many times. 

The following theorem is the special case of Jarnik's 

theorem on boundary behaviour of functions. 

Theorem J. Let F(xfy) be an arbitrary function defi

ned on the open halfplane H:-* { (xfy)£ Br; y< x J . Assume 

that for each z € R there exists the limit f (z) (finite or 

infinite) of F in the point (zfz) with respect to the angle 

U(z):« { (xfy)e R2; x>z>y? . 

Then the wboundary function" f is of Baire class 1. 

Suppose now that a function g has derivative on R. Ap

plying Theorem J to F(xfy) = g(y) - g(x)/y - xf we immedi

ately obtain yiat g' is of Baire class 1. 

If we replace in Theorem J "limit" by "approximate li

mit" , the new theorem also holds. We shall refer to this 

x) In another context, the same idea was used by H. Blum-
berg 1930 CI], cf. also [173, P* 262. 
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generalization of the Theorem J as to Theorem S. From the 

Theorem S it follows easily that any approximate derivative 

(finite or infinite) is of Baire class 1. (G. Tolstov 1938 

[20] proved that any finite approximate derivative is of 

Baire class 1. The simplified proof was given by C. Goffman 

and C.J. Neugebauer I960 [73. L.E. Snyder 1966 C191 proved 

this result using the modified Jaraik's method. Finally, D. 

Preiss 1971 [15] proved that any, even infinite, approxima

te derivative is of Baire class 1, while L, Mi§ik 1972 [13] 

proved this theorem again using the Jarnik-Snyder method.) 

We shall show how Theorem S easily follows from our 

Corollary. Let a> be a metric defined on H which induces on 

H discrete and on the boundary d H * -f(z,z)£ IT; z £ R $ the 

euclidean topology. Further, define on H the topology tz as 

follows: 

a set GcH is K -open if any peint (z,z)cGndH is 

the point of density of G with respect to U(z). 

If F on H fulfils the assumptions of the Theorem S, then the 

extension F of F defined on d H as ?U fz) = f(z) is *V -con

tinuous. For any zcH and r>0 put 

U(z,r) »tt€U(z)f- Ht - z I < r f . 

Given any set Ac if, we put 

A* » (AnH)u «£ (z9z)'$ for any natural n there is m> n 

such that 

^UolKz/ 1)) 1 _ 
— -T > - f , 

(a(U(zfm
 l)) 2 

where /tt denotes the outer Lebesgue measure. Since 
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,a(AnU(z,m )) 1 , 
д :={(

Z
,z); -* ^ > - І 

^
1 ^(Uíz^m""1)) 2 <U,(U(2 

oa co 
is open in B H and A* - A U A u (AnH), A* is a G^r 

set with respect to & . Since A,fcA*c A^ , our Corollary 

immediately implies that P is of Baire class 1 with respect 

to q> • Therefore, also f is of Baire class 1. 

6. Partial approximate derivatives. In this section 

we shall prove the following generalization of the asser

tion that any approximate derivative is of Baire class 1. 

Theorem B« Suppose that a function f(t,x) (teRr^, 

x e R) is continuous in the variable t and has partial app

roximate derivative (finite or infinite)in x at any point 

of HT* R. Then this derivative is of Baire class 1. 

L.E. Snyder 1966 C18] proved this theorem for finite 

partial approximate derivatives and it seems that his met

hod cannot be modified to prove the general case. In cont

rast to his method which is similar to that ofC7], we use 

the Jarnik's method. In the present problem our Corollary 

does not work, but if we use the main idea of the Theorem A 

we obtain a relatively simple proof of the Theorem B. 

The theorem on boundary behaviour of functions which 

corresponds to the Theorem B is the following 

k 
Theorem C, Let F(t,x,y) (t6 R , x,y6 R) be a function 

defined on the open halfspace H:=f-C(t,x,y); x> y ? . Assume 

that P ia continuous in t and has for any t 6 a and at € R 

an approximate limit f(t0,xQ) in (t0,x0,xQ) with respect to 
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the set 

U(t0,x0):=-{ (t0,x,y); x^xQ>y! 

and the two-dimensional measure in this set. Then f is of 

Baire class 1 in If . 

The same argument as in [13 3 easily gives the Theorem 

B applying the Theorem C to F(t,x,y) = f(t,x) - f(t,y)/x - y. 

Proof of the Theorem C. In any Ht:=«{ (t,x,y); x>y j 

let t^ be the topology which corresponds to f from Sec

tion 5 in the identification (t,x,y) = (x,y). Let (H,o>) be 

the topological sum of all spaces (Ht, f j . If F on H is 

the natural extension of F, F is continuous with respect to 

fc> . For tQc IT, xQ€ R, r > 0 put 

U(t0,xQ,r) = U(t0>x0) n -t(t,x,y)j II (t,x,y) - (t0,xQ, 

x 0)ll<r|. 

Given a 6 R and a natural s, we have 

Fa:= -{vcl; #(v)> a J c Cs:=-[v€H; F(v)>a - a"
1* c 

c Zs:=-\v6H; F(v)Sa - a"*
1! . 

For AcH, we put 

A* = (An H) u {(t,x,x); for any natural n there is m > n 

such that 

/a(AnU(t,x,m"1)) 1 
J > _ J 

^U(t,x,m l) 2 

where ft denotes the outer two-dimensional measure. Obvi

ously, C c C * c Z_, and therefore ?L = P L C * . 
S S o &• fo * 1 " 

For natural m,s we put further 
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/MXC|SnU(tfxfm h) 1 , 
R(mfs) * f( t f x f x) f - - = * > - J • 

(iVlt9x9m~x) 2 

Then 

F_n 3.H - A / \ & H(mfa). 

Therefore, to complete the proof it is sufficient to protfe 

that R(m
f
s) is open in 9H. Fix (t

o f
x

Q f
x

0
) e R(m

f
s). Usimg 

the continuity of F in the variable t
f
 for any 

(t
0>
x

f
y) 6U(t

0f
x

0f
m~ ) A C

8
 there is a natural p such that 

II t - t
Q
 II < p~ implies (t

f
x,y)«C

s
. Since the outer measu

re is a lower continuous set function, there exists p
Q
 and 

E > 0 such that t t - t
Q
 K < (p

0
) implies 

(
a(C

в
г.U(t

f
x

of
m
 x
)) 1 

— — > ~ +
 e 

(uJKt
f
s^

f
a"

J>
) 2 

Therefore, there is cT> 0 such that 

*dC nU(t,x,m"'1)) 

1=17—> ^iüit.xtn*"1) 

(UJÍCfloU(tfxofm"'
1)) - p,( A[U(t)x0/

l)>U(t>x>i'"
1)J ) 1 

for any I t - t0 I < (pJ""
1 and 8 x - x 0 | ** ď . 
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